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ABSTRACT. In this paper, using concepts from the nonstandard physical world, the linear effect

line element is derived. Previously, this line element was employed to obtain, with the exception

of radioactive decay, all of the experimentally verified special theory relativistic alterations in

physical measures. This line element is now used to derive, by means of separation of variables,

an expression that predicts the same increase in the decay time for radioactive material as that

predicted by the Einstein time dilation assumption. This indicates that such an increase in lifetime

can be attributed to an interaction of the radioactive material with a nonstandard electromagnetic

field rather than to a basic time dilation.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

In [7], a specific operator equation related to a partial differential equation, the Schwarzschild

and linear effect line elements, and the concept of separation of variables are used to derive

various relativistic alteration expressions. As discussed in [6], the measurable aspects of the

special theory of relativity need not be related to the so-called general time dilation or length

contraction concepts. Indeed, under the assumption that there exists a nonstandard substratum

a nonstandard electromagnetic field (NSEM field) it is conjectured that all of the special

theory predicted alterations in measured quantities can be obtained by means of a electromagnetic

propagation theory. The quantities would be measured by infinitesimal light-clocks and, in order

to avoid the model theoretical error of generalization, no other instrumentation would be allowed.

In [7], with the exception of relativistic alterations in the lifetime of radioactive material,

all of the major special theory relativistic alterations in measured quantities are obtained from

the linear effect line element without the introduction of Einstein universal time dilation or

length contraction. What is derived first is a statement relating infinitesimal time measurements,

where these measurements are interpreted as changes in the number of counts or "ticks" that
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occur within a measuring infinitesimal light-clock. The use of infinitesimal light-clocks and only

infinitesimal light-clocks to obtain the experimentally verified alterations indirectly implies that

such alternations may be caused by an electromagnetic interaction with the substratum (emis)
rather than an Einstein time dilation.

The main purpose of this paper is to present a derivation of the linear effect line element

using substratum theory and to use the methods in [7] to predict the experimentally verified [1]
relativistic alteration in radioactive decay time.

2. THE LINEAR EFFECT LINE ELEMENT.

In what follows, we are considering a standard set-theoretic superstructure .M (IR, , =)
with ground set the real numbers IR and this structure is embedded into a nonstandard elementary

extension *)k4 (* I1., , =) that is an enlargement [9]. In [5], the ehronotopic interval (i.e. proper

time interval) is derived and yields the following interpretation. An infinitesimal light-clock is

in linear and uniform motion, and L is an infinitesimal number representing twice the length of

the arm. The infinitesimal light-clock has "ticked" l-I,,, times, where o is the set of

Robinson infinite natural numbers. The apparent natural world linear distance traversed by the

electromagnetic radiation in its to-and-fro motion within the moving infinitesimal light-clock is

At a spacetime point within the substratum there are four infinitesimal light-clocks that are

considered as stationary. These four infinitesimal light-clocks are used as models for the Einstein

measurement [8] of the relative velocity of the moving light-clock. Three of these "clocks" are

corresponded to a Cartesian coordinate system used to model the Einstein length measurements

and the fourth infinitesimal light-clock is used to measure the Einstein time. The measurements

taken by the stationary infinitesimal light-clocks are the "ticks" that have occurred within these

light-clocks relative to the "ticks" that have occurred in the moving infinitesimal light-clock.

Let w llloo. Then as proved in [4, p. 108] for each r lit, there exists an z {m/w (m
*Z)A([rn[ < w2)} such that x . r. As discussed in [6] and due to this result, the use of infinitesimal

light-clocks allows for time and length measurements to be considered as varying over intervals of

real numbers. This might be expressed by saying that they can take on a "continuum" of values.

Thus standard analysis can be applied.

Let the 4-tuple (x,yS,z,t) be the standard part of the changes in the four stationary

infinitesimal light-clock measurements used to calculate the Einstein relative velocity over the

"tick" period l’I,,. This means that as far as the moving infinitesimal light-clock is concerned the

number of "ticks" between the emission, from a substratum stationary source located at a point

that is not necessarily on the line of motion, of a relative velocity measuring light pulse and its

being receive back by the source is H,,. The expression derived in [5] is

(st(LHm)) (tS)2c2 ((xS)2 -4- (y,)2 4- (zS)2), (2.1)

where c is the to-and-fro measurement of the velocity of electromagnetic radiation.

There exist hypernatural numbers in ]lio such that LIIm and the x’,y’,z’,t’, prior to

extracting the standard part, are all nonzero infinitesimal numbers. This allows for the infinites-

imalizing of expression (2.1) and yields

(dS) (dt’)2c ((dx’) + (dy’) + (dzS)2). (2.2)
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Also, due to the freedom allowed for interpretation of these infinitesimal quantities when they are

used to measure an effect over a standard natural world interval [2, p. 175], it can be assumed

that (dS) (LIIm)2. Expression (2.2)is that which is used when (2.1) is extended so as to

include nonuniform substratum behavior. We often write (dr")2 (dx,)2 + (dy,)2 + (dz,)2.
Expression (2.2) relates behavior of infinitesimal light-clock counts but does not indicate that

there might be a cause for such behavior. Distinct from the classical approach to the special theory,

a cause can be postulated relative to the behavior of a NSEM field. In what follows, the timing

infinitesimal light-clocks are used as an analogue model to investigate how oscillatory NSEM field

behavior is altered by an approximately static and a nonreversible process denoted by P. The

process P is isotropic and related to motion viewed from points in Euclidean space. Suppose that

the counts of these measuring infinitesimal light-clocks are affected by this P-process. We seek a

relationship (dx’,dym,dz,dt’) or (drm,dt’) between these altered count changes as they

would appear on the measuring infinitesimal light-clocks so that LII, (dzm, dy’, dzm, dt’) or

LII, b(drm, dt’*). Assume that an electromagnetic pulse is emitted from a source that exhibits

a scalar absolute substratum or relative velocity v over an infinitesimal light-clock measured time

interval dr’, where the subscripts or superscripts s indicate no effect produced by P and a subscript

’or superscript rn indicates that there is an effect produced by P.

Following [6], let v and c behave within a monadic neighborhood as if they are constant

with respect to P. Within an NSEM field monadic neighborhood, the scalar Galilean (ballistic)
distance traversed by the pulse is

(v + c)dt" vdt" + cdt" dr" + dT, dr" vdt’, dT" cdt’.

Recall that the monadic ballistic behavior of the pulse and the nonballistic behavior derived in

[6] for the natural world indicate the dual nature of electromagnetic radiation. Suppose that,

due to P interacting with the substratum, a smooth microeffect [3] a kind of damping of the

light-clock counts alters (2.3). This alteration is characterized by the presence of an a in

equation (A): dr dr + adT. Let (S): dT" fldr + dTm, dT cdt be a corresponding

reciprocal expression, where c, /3 are to be determined. Since the effects are to be observed in

the natural world, c, /3 have standard values. In order to incorporate the nonreversible nature

of the P effects into (2.3), the infinitesimal expression dr" is not reversible in the sense that once

it is used for a P effect the substitution back to the form vdt" is not allowed. This is not the

case when infinitesimals are considered in a derivative form that has a real standard part. Of

course, all measures, except for v, are considered as Einstein measures as modeled by infinitesimal

light-clock counts.

From (A), (B), we have (C): dr" (1 a3)dr adT". Substituting into (2.2) yields

dS (I o2)(dTm)2 + 2(c + 13(1 c2))drmdTm+

(/3 (I o)2)(drm)2. (2.4)

The simplest real world aspect of time interval measurement that assumes that timing counts

can be added or subtracted is transferred to a monadic neighborhood and requires dT to take

on positive or negative infinitesimal values. Assuming the effects of P, as incorporated in dS2,
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are independent of whether such a defined infinitesimal light-clock count predicts future behavior

or is a consequence of past behavior, then dS should not alter its value when dT is positive

or negative. This implies that 2(a +/3(1 -a2)) 0. Since we assume that a is a special type

of damping of the light-clock counts, for simplicity of calculation, let a -v/i- r/. Hence,

/3 v/1- q/r/. Substituting into (B) and (C) yields

d" !d + /-aT

dT" v/1 r dr" + dT". (2.5)

Combining both equations in (2.5) produces

dr
dr’ ,, + V’l r/. (2.6)
dT T--- + 1

To incorporate the requirement that P is static with respect to motion within a monadic

neighborhood, we sume that at some spacetime point, including a possible point at infinity, that

’an initiM condition is that dv/dT 0. Using dr/dT" v/c, (2.6) yields that v/c l
or q l- v2/c A # 0. We note that using a l q yields the contradiction v/c < 0 for the

ce that 0 < v < c. By substituting into (2.5) d then (2.5)into (2.2) (s (2.4)), we have,

where dT cdtm, the linear effect line element

dS $(cdt’) (1/$)(dr’)2.

This linear effect line element yields a special theory line element if v vE (the Einstein measure of

the relative velocity) and correlates special theory effects to a describable effect via a nonreversible

P-process. The right hand side of (2.7) represents the necessary alteration in the light-clocks

of the measuring infinitesimal light-clocks that are now affected by the P-process. The left

hand side, dS2, is invariant not in the sense of Riemannian geometry but in the sense that it

is equal to (LHm)2, where II,, is the change in the infinitesimal light-clock counts for the one

infinitesimal light-clock being affected by the P-process. Since the line element is a relation

between infinitesimal quantities, the expression "linear effect" is not intended to imply that the

(standard) path of motion of the analogue infinitesimal light-clock is necessarily linear.

Following the usual practice for decay purposes, it is assumed that the atomic structure is

momentary at rest when decay occurs. This is modeled by letting dr" 0 in (2.2) and dr" 0

in (2.7). Hence we have that 3"dr dt’, where 3’ v # 0. This does not indicate a change

in the concept of time. As implied in [6] and shown in [5], dt uH,, dt" uII,. The NSP-

world time unit u is not altered but the infinite count number IIs has been altered by the factor

1/3’. The alteration in the infinite count number can be conceived of as being produced by a

change in the (linear) length of the nonlinear (osculatory) NSP-world path of motion of the

light pulse in the infinitesimal light-clock, where the natural world path of motion appears to

be linear. The osculations are damped yielding a shorter path in the NSP-world and, hence, a

larger count number II,,. Using this analogue approach, if the verified alterations in decay time

can be predicted, then this would indicate that decay itself is an (emis) effect. Further, the
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result 7dr dr" is independent of the path of motion of the analogue infinitesimal light-clock.

[Much of the procedure outlined in this section can be used to obtain the Schwarzschild and other

well-known line elements.]
3. THE DERIVATION OF THE DECAY PREDICTION.

The method of separation of variables as used in [7] is the consistent underlying procedure

used to predict the verified alteration in decay time. Unfortunately, in [7] a confusing typo-

graphical error occurs in expressions (3.2) and (3.3). The symbols h(r’, t’) should be replaced

with h(r) and h(rm,tm) should be replaced with h(rm). More importantly, the actual decay

differential equation used to predict decay time contains a logical difficulty.

Let N(t’) denote the number of radioactive entities at the light-clock count time and r, be

the (mean) lifetime assumed to be a universal constant. This means that rs is not dependent upon

Einstein (infinitesimal light-clock) measures of spacetime coordinates at an instant of substratum

spacetime. [Note that Einstein uniform relative velocity is a universal constant.] The basic

equation is (-r)dN/dt N. Technically, this expression can only have meaning if it is assumed

that N is a continuous function defined on some time interval. The definition of N indicates that

N > 0, is integer valued and is decreasing. This difficulty can be corrected by using Theorem 4.1 in

[3]. Let [a, b], a > 0, be an appropriate time interval. There exists a *-differentiable Af defined on

[a, b] such that st(N’) N is the number of radioactive entities that exist during an appropriate

portion of [a, b] and the finite range of Af *[9, h], where 9 is the (maximum) (standard)
number of radioactive entities when t" a and h is the (standard) number of radioactive entities

remaining when b. In the following derivation, the function A/" is employed although the

solution can be restricted to the less than satisfactory function N by simply replacing .N" with N
and removing the * and the st notation.

The operator expression D(T) k(/Ot) as it appears in [7] is extended to an internal and

partially differentiable function T, where k is a universal constant. This yields

(*D)(T) "k *(0/o’)t)(T). (3.1)

Define internal and partially differentiable T(r, t) (0-r2 + 1)Af(), where r x2 + y + z2, and
let *D be the extended identity map I. Clearly, by *-transfer, *I is separating and the identity

on the temporal function. Also, with respect to the measuring instruments, T(rs, is) (0. (r’)2 +
1)Af(t) Af(t’) and T(r’,t’) ]’(tm). We show that T is a *-universal function. The function

.gf has the property that for an appropriate t" ( [a, b], nt(flf(t’)) is the number of radioactive

physical entities present. This number of physical entities also occurs at a substratum time t. The

number is assumed not to change simply because it is now being counted at the corresponding

infinitesimal light-clock time [c,d]. Hence the value st(A/’(t’)) st((t’)). From the

definition [3] of such functions as Af, this implies that Af(t) ]){7(t’), where t" q *[a,b] and

corresponding [c, d]. As done previously [7], coordinate transformations axe not considered

only the language of "measurement" is being used.

Applying (3.1) to T, the *-transfer of the decay rate equation and the chain rule, one obtains

that

Af(t) (- *r,) *(d/dt’)Af(ts) (- *r,) *(d/dtm)’(t") "(d/dt’)(t")

(-- *%/ *7)*(d/dtm)Z’(tm) (3.2)
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With respect to m,

’(tm) (- *’rrn) (d/dtm)7"(tm). (3.3)

Using the finite ( 0) character of the hyperreal numbers being considered, then the standard part

of (3.2) and (3.3) yields that st(*rm) rm st( %/ *3’) rs/3’. This is the exact expression

that appears in [1], where the 3’ that appears in [1] is the reciprocal of the 3’ used in the above

derivation. The rs can always be taken as the time of decay as measured at rest in the laboratory

since the relative velocity of the radioactive entities is determined by experimental equipment

that is at rest in the laboratory. Finally, although it may be necessary when arguing for the

acceptance of a particluar operator equation as a physical model that k is considered to be either

an absolute or universal constant, in this derivation and those that appear in [7] this restriction is

unnecessary. Clearly, if such a constancy is not assumed, then the results would be more difficult

to interpret.
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